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Ambassadors,  

Professor Ueta, 

Distinguished guests, 

 

Stating that Japan and Belgium have a 

longstanding friendship, is an understatement. 

Belgium was a very young democracy when it 

started diplomatic relations with Japan.  

Today, 150 years later, these diplomatic, 

economic and social relations are stronger than 

ever. I trust that this is the reason why you 

grant me and ambassador UEHARA the honor to 

open the 19th edition of the Japan EU 

Conference. 
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After two yearsof negotiations between 

Auguste t’Kint de Roodenbeke, representative 

of the Belgian government, and the Tokugawa 

Shogunate of the ED-do period, on the 1st of 

August 1866, a Treaty of Amity, Commerce and 

Navigation was signed between the two 

countries. Thereupon, official bilateral 

diplomatic relations started. Over the years, 

various events brought us together deepened 

cordial and friendly relationships. 

 

The first focal pont in the relations between 

our countries is a longstanding and very 

close relationship between the royal and the 

imperial families. It started when, in the 

early 1920s, Crown Prince Hirohito was 

received as a son of the family by King 

Albert. After the war, in 1964, our king was 

one of the first heads of state to visit 

Japan.  
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In 1993, the presence of the emperor and 

empress at the funeral of King Baudouin and 

in 2014, the presence of the empress at the 

funeral of Queen Fabiola are still a vivid 

part of Belgium public memory.  

The second focal point are the mutually 

strong commercial and economic ties. Belgian 

products and services find their way to the 

Japanese market, and Japanese companies ship 

their products to Belgium. In 2015, the total 

trade flows between our countries amounted to 

more than 11 billion euro. 

Besides the Dusseldorf area and the 

Netherlands, Belgium has the highest 

concentration of Japanese investments in 

Europe. There is a substantial amount of 

manufacturing, mainly in pharmaceuticals, 

chemicals and car components. Yet, new 

investments in renewable energy and services 

are at hand. I am convinced that our country, 

surrounded by major markets and home to the 

most important EU-institutions, will be very 

attractive for Japanese companies that leave 

the UK and are interested in finding a new EU 

location.  
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There are two important issues in regard with 

the EU-Japan relations. The first has been on 

the agenda for three years and will be 

discussed at this conference. The EU-Japan FTA 

is, according to European Commission 

estimations, expected to boost the EU-economy 

by around 0,8 % of GDP. That is more than 0,5% 

of TTIP.  

Belgium has supported this trade-deal between 

two economies that together account for more 

than a third of the world’s GDP. Belgium hopes 

a political agreement on the deal is possible 

before the end of this year. Not only Belgium, 

but the whole of Europe urgently needs a 

stronger economic growth. 

Another game changer interrupted the smooth 

development of our economies when 90 days ago 

the UK decided to end its 43 year valued 

membership of the European Union. 

I highly appreciated the Japanese government 

task force’s wording and the content of its 

message to the Uk and the EU on the Brexit.  
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As Europeans, we could not possibly that 

message with the same power.   

At this moment, Europe is in a state of 

confusion. What we need today, is clarity. We 

need a clear answer from the UK on how they 

will proceed. How does it see its relationship 

within the EU during the time of negotiation? 

Meanwhile, we cannot accept that, in the 

meantime, European progress and policy come to 

a standstill. In that sense, we were 

disappointed to hear the UK has put on hold its 

ratification of the Unified Patent Court 

agreement.  

Halting this process now, means more economic 

and administrative costs for companies that 

wish to do business across Europe. 

We would rather, I think, avoid parallel 

negotiations on trade agreements with Australia 

or the renegotiation of existing trade 

agreements. 

I do not expect the UK to come back on its 

Brexit-decision. So the real question is how we 

see our relationship in a post-Brexit era.  
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Clearly, the UK cannot go on enjoying benefits 

while not accepting the related burden.   

Different scenarios are circulating on the 

future relationship with the UK. They should be 

thoroughly studied and analyzed especially with 

regard to the negative industrial impact of 

different scenarios. The Belgian business 

community wishes to see as little economic 

changes as possible.  

One of the options presented some months ago 

by the Bruegel think tank is that of a 

continental partnership. If a Europe at two 

speeds is the solution, to me it should be 

based upon a positive project of countries 

that want to get closer to the EU instead of  

a negative, retreating movement. 

As for the future of the EU itself, the 

Bratislava summit  of last week marked the 

beginning of a process of political 

reflexion. It’s of utmost importance that 

throughout this process we are determined to 

uphold the unity of the 27.    
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I would like to quote President Juncker who 

pointed out in his State of the Union that: 

“Europe is a cord of many strands – it only 

works if we are pulling in the same 

direction. (…) Only then will Europe be more 

than the sum of its parts”.   

It’s clear that we will have to work hard to 

regain the trust of Europe’s citizens in our 

common.   But I ‘m convinced that the 

European Union remains the best instrument we 

have for addressing together those challenges 

in the field of migration, economic and 

social development and security.  And we will 

do so by implementing a positive agenda of 

concrete European actions in the short run as 

by developing a vision for the long term 

taking into account the political and 

democratic challenges of the future. 

 

I have visited Japan several times in the 

last ten years. Although the way of life is 

fundamentally different - I felt at home. 

Japan shares fundamental values such as 

democracy, freedom, the rule of law and human 
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rights. We respect norms such as 

multilateralism, international law, 

environmental protection and social welfare. 

Both are focusing their diplomatic actions 

more upon soft power and a civilian approach 

than hard power and military actions.  

Already in the first European Community-Japan 

Joint Declaration adopted on 18 july 1991 in 

The Hague, these general principles and 

objectives are considered the basis of our 

relations.  

This week, the annual gathering of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations took 

place. The leaders of our two countries once 

again demonstrated that they share the same 

democratic and moral values, defend common 

positions on the most pressing international 

and humanitarian issues like the Syrian 

refugee crisis and stand together in the 

fight against terrorism. They are also taking 

to heart development cooperation in Africa, 

e.g. in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

I am pleased with this close partnership but 

would like to put more impetus again on human 
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contacts and the wellbeing of our citizens to 

enhance and enrich our relationship.  

More specifically, I’m thinking of enhancing 

contacts between our young people.  

Japan has always been a destination admired 

by Westerners for its solid economy, 

technological innovation, dynamism and high 

level of education. In that respect, I hope 

the State Visit from our Majesties taking 

place in a few weeks, will give a new impetus 

to negotiations on the conclusion of a 

Belgian-Japanese Working Holiday Program 

agreement.  

For indeed, learning to know another culture 

often starts at grassroots level. I would 

like to  encourage young people to take 

advantage of the possibilities offered by 

Belgian, European and Japanese universities 

to go and discover Japan’s academic and 

business environment. 

 


